Lipsi & Samos-

Cruising again at last….

After a month of working on the house and getting
Havana ready for the season, we did finally manage to
get away for a short cruise with Peer & Birgit – first, a
short hop to Lipsi, our neighbouring island just 12 km
north of Leros, population 698. We had no idea what
to expect.

It was a pearl. A tiny gem of an island with perfect, stark white houses trimmed in turquoise and
blue, small, newly-painted fishing boats lined the harbourside, a turquoise-domed church on
every hilltop, small, sleepy ouzerias (serving just ouzo and mezes) and cosy tavernas. On Lipsi, it
is impossible to take a bad picture. There are many small pensions and studios for rent but here,
early in the season, just the sailors wander around or eat a quiet lunch in the shade. Later, Italians,
Brits and Germans come to relax, swim and do nothing much at all. The island lives from
tourism, beautifully-tended vegetable gardens and fishing. Birgit & I explored while Peer & Jan
coped with “anchor spaghetti” in the harbour as yachts arrived to shelter from the increasing
winds. Many people think if you´ve seen one island, you´ve seen them all. Not so at all – they all
have their own unique character (and characters!).

From Lipsi, we had a sunny but rough ride to Samos with winds gusting up to 36 knots on the nose all the way.
Havana takes it in her stride, stable and dry, but the high swell can be a bit alarming for guests if you aren´t used
to it. As everywhere else, the weather here this Spring has been unstable, varying from often unseasonably cold
north winds one day to shorts weather the next. Birgit & Peer had booked a hotel close by to prolong their
holiday while we stayed in the marina. Together by car, we explored our favourite spots. Pythagorion and the
lovely monastery nearby with its underground chapel and bath (!), the lovely resort of Kokkari with an unusual
model shipbuilder, the mountain village of Manolitas where we climbed up to Lukas´s Taverna and froze
despite our fleeces and windjackets and saw a tiny house being beautifully restored. And finally to the lovely
secluded bay of Posedonion and a delicious fish lunch.

16 May- we find ourselves unexpectedly
back on Leros for a week. (perfect sailing
weather now, of course).Our long-suffering
batteries (the boat´s not ours… well, not yet)
have given up after 6 years of hard work. We
await replacements from Athens, arriving
tomorrow. We stay on board but visit the
house and do small jobs. Winds allowing,
we´ll head for the Cyclades for a month on
on Tuesday…all new islands for us so
we look forward to it.

